Computing the Edit Distance between two strings is one of the most fundamental problems in computer science. Algorithms based on edit distance are used extensively in the alignment of biological sequences. Any improvement either in time or space in solving this problem will be highly desirable. The standard dynamic programming based algorithm to compute the edit distance of two strings S 1 = [a 1 , a 2 , a 2 . . . a n ] and
Introduction
The edit distance between two strings S 1 = [a 1 , a 2 , a 3 . . . a n ] and S 2 = [b 1 , b 2 , b 3 . . . b n ] is defined as the minimal cost of transforming S 1 into S 2 using the three operations Insert, Delete, and Change(C) (see e.g., [HSR08] ). The first application(global alignment) of the edit distance algorithm for protein sequences was studied by Needleman [NW70] . Later algorithms for several variations (such as local alignment, affine gap costs, etc.) of the problem were developed (for example) in [SW81] , [SE86] , [Got86] , and [Hua90] . The space saving idea from [Hir77] was applied to biological problems in [Got87] and [MM88] . However the asymptotic complexity of the core algorithm in each of these remained O(n 2 ). Also, parallel algorithms for the edit distance problem and its application to sequence alignment of biological sequences were studied extensively (for example) in [EW87] , [ECSS88] , and [RS90] . Please refer to [Gus97] for an excellent survey on all these algorithms. A special case is one where each of these operations is of unit cost. Edit Script is the actual sequence of operations that converts S 1 into S 2 . In particular, the edit script is a sequence E script = {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 . . . X n }, X i ∈ I, D, C. Standard dynamic programming based algorithms solve both the distance version and the script version in O(n 2 ) time and O(n 2 ) space. The main result of this paper is an algorithm for computing the edit distance and edit script in O n 2 log n time and O(n) space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a summary of the four Russian algorithm [KF70] . In Section 3 we discuss the O(n 2 ) time algorithm that consumes O(n) space and finally in Section 4 we show how to compute the edit distance and script using O( n 2 log n ) time and O(n) space.
Four Russian Algorithm
In this section we summarize the Four Russian Algorithm. Let D be the dynamic programming table that is filled during the edit distance algorithm. The standard edit distance algorithm fills this table D row by row after initialization of the first row and the first column. Without loss of generality, throughout this paper we assume that all the edit operations cost unit time each.
The basic idea behind the Four Russian Algorithm is to partition the dynamic programming table D into small blocks each of width and height equal to t where t is a parameter to be fixed in the analysis. Each such block is called a t-block. The dynamic programming table is divided into t-blocks such that any two adjacent t-blocks overlap by either a row or column of width (or height) equal to t. See Figure 1 for more details on how the dynamic programming table D is partitioned. After this partitioning is done The Four Russian algorithm fills up the table D block by block. Algorithm 1 has more details.
A quick qualitative analysis of the algorithm is as follows. After the partitioning of the dynamic programming table D into t-blocks we have n 2 t 2 blocks and if processing of each of the block takes O(t) time then the running time is O( n 2 t ). In the case of standard dynamic programming, entries are filled one at a time (rather than one block at a time). Each entry can be filled in O(1) time and hence the total run time is O(n 2 ). In the Four Russian algorithm, there are n 2 t 2 blocks. In order to be able to fill each block in O(t) time, some preprocessing is done. Theorem 1 is the basis of the preprocessing. 
The following inequalities can be derived from the previous inequalities.
Along the same lines we can also prove that
Theorem1 essentially states that the value of the edit distance in the dynamic programming table D will either increase by 1 or decrease by 1 or remain the same compared to the previous element in any row or a column of D. 
To characterize any row or column we just need the vector v i and k corresponding to that particular row or column. For the computation of the edit distance table D the leftmost column and the topmost row must be filled (or initialized) before the start of the algorithm. Similarly in this algorithm we need the topmost row (A) and leftmost column (B) to compute the edit distance within the t-block see Figure1. Also see Algorithm2. It is essential that we compute the edit distance within any t-block in constant time. In the Four Russian algorithm the computation of each t-block depends on the variables A, B, K, C, E (see Figure1). The variable A represents the top row of the t-block and B represents the the left column of the t-block. C and E represent the corresponding substrings in the strings S 1 and S 2 . K is the intersection of A and B. If the value of the variable K is k then from Theorem1 we can represent A and B as vectors of {0,1,-1} rather than with exact values along the row and column. As an example, consider the first t-block which is the intersection of the first t rows and the first t columns of D. For this t-block INPUT : Strings S 1 and S 2 , Σ, t OUTPUT: Optimal Edit distance /*Pre-processing step*/ F = PreProcess(Σ, t) ; for i = 0;i < n;i+ = t do for j = 0;j < n;j+ = t do
Algorithm 1: Four Russian Algorithm, t is a parameter to be fixed the variables {A, B, K, C, E} have the following values:
, and E = S 1 [0, 1, . . . , t]. For any t-block we have to
To accomplish the task of computing the edit distance in a t-block in O(1) time, we precompute all the possible inputs in terms of variables {A, B, 0, C, E}. We don't have to consider all possible values of K since if K ′ 1 is the value of K ′ we get with input variables {A, B, 0, C, E} then the value of K ′ for inputs {A, B, K, C, E} would be K ′ 1 + K. Thus this encoding(and some preprocessing) helps us in the computation of the edit distance of the t-block in O(1) time. The algorithm is divided into two parts pre-processing step and actual computation. 
Pre-processing step
As we can see from the previous description, at any stage of the Algorithm 1 we need to do a lookup for the edit distance of any t-block and as a result get the row and column for the adjacent t-blocks. From Theorem 1 its evident that any input {A, B, K, C, E} (see Figure 1 ) to the t-block can be transformed into vectors of {−1, 0, 1}. In the preprocessing stage we try out all possible inputs to the t-block and compute the corresponding output row and column ({A ′ , B ′ , K ′ } (see Figure 1 ). More formally, the row (A ′ ) and column(B ′ ) that need to be for any t-block can be repesented as a function F (lookup table) with inputs {A, B, K, C, E}, such that
. This function can be precomputed since we have only limited possibilities. For any given t, we can have 3 t vectors corresponding to A and B. For a given alphabet of size Σ we have Σ t possible inputs corresponding to C and E. K will not have any effect since we just have to add
at the end to compute K ′ . The time to preprocess is thus O((3Σ) 2t t 2 ) and the space for the lookup table F would be O((3Σ) 2t t). Since t 2 ≤ (3Σ) t , if we pick t = log n 3 log(3Σ) , the preprocessing time as well as the space for the lookup table will be O(n). Here we make use of the fact that the word length of the computer is Θ(log n). This in particular means that a vector of length t can be thought of as one word.
Computation step
Once the preprocessing is completed in O(n) time, the main computation step proceedes scanning the t-blocks row by row and filling up the dynamic programming table(D). Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 2 in the inner most for loop. Algorithm 2 takes O(t) time to endcode the actual values in D and calls the function F which takes O(1) time and returns the row (A ′ ) and column (B ′ ) which are used as input for other t-blocks. The runtime of the entire algorithm is O( n t n t t) = O( n 2 t ). Since t = Θ(log n) the run time of the Four Russian Algorithm is O( n 2 log n ).
Hirschberg's Algorithm to Compute the Edit Script
In this section we briefly describe Hirschberg's [Hir77] algorithm that computes the edit script in O(n 2 ) time using O(n) space. The key idea behind this algorithm is an appropriate formulation of the dynamic programming paradigm. We make some definitions before giving details on the algorithm.
• Let S 1 and S 2 be strings with |S 1 | = m and |S 2 | = n. A substring from index i to j in a string S is denoted as S[i . . . j].
• If S is a string then S r denotes the reverse of the string.
• Let D(i, j) stand for the optimal edit distance between S 1 [1 . . . i] and S 2 [1 . . . j].
• Let D r (i, j) be the optimal edit distance between S r 1 [1 . .
The Lemma1 essentially says that finding the optimal value of the edit distance between strings S 1 and S 2 can be done as follows: Split S 1 into two parts (p 11 and p 12 ) and S 2 into two parts (p 21 and p 22 ); Find the edit distance (e 1 ) between p 11 and p 21 ; Find the edit distance (e 2 ) between p 12 and p 22 ; Finally add both the distances to get the final edit distance (e 1 + e 2 ); Since we are looking for the minimum edit distance we have to find a breaking point (k) that minimizes the value of (e 1 + e 2 ).
We would not miss this minimum even if we break one of the strings deterministically and find the corresponding breaking point in the other string. As a result of this we keep the place where we break in one of the strings fixed. (Say we always break one of the strings in the middle). Then we find a breaking point in the other string that will give us minimum value of (e 1 + e 2 ).
The k in Lemma1 can be found in O(mn) time and O(m) space for the following reasons. To find the k at any stage we need two rows(D[ Figure 2) . Once we find these subpaths we can continue to do the same for the two subproblems (see Figure 2) and continue recursively. The run time of the algorithm can be computed by the following reccurence relation.
In each stage we use only O(m) space and hence the space complexity is linear.
Our Algorithm
Our algorithm combines the frameworks of the Four Russian algorithm and that of Hirschberg's Algorithm. Our algorithms finds the edit script in O n 2 log n time using linear space. We extend the Four Russian algorithm to accommodate Lemma 1 and to compute the edit script in O(n) space.
At the top-level of our algorithm we use a dynamic programming formulation similar to that of Hirschberg. Our algorithm is recursive and in each stage of the algorithm we compute k and also find the sub-path as follows. D(n,  * ) or D r (n,  * ) . We arrive at the following Lemma. Since t = Θ(log n) the run time is O( n 2 log n ).
Space Complexity
The space complexity is the maximum space required at any stage of the algorithm. We have two major stages where we need to analyze the space complexity as follows.
• Space during the execution of the entire algorithm
• Space for preprocessing and storing the lookup table F .
Space during the execution
The space for algorithm TopLevel is clearly linear since we need to store just 4 rows at any stage: Rows D( 
Space for storing lookup table F
We also need to consider the space for storing the lookup table F . The space required to store the lookup table F is also linear for an appropriate value of t (as has been shown in Section 2.1).
The runtime of the algorithm is O n 2 log n .
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that we can compute both the edit distance and edit script in time O( n 2 log n ) using O(n) space.
